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Links between fuzzy measures (cf. H5hle, Z. Wahrsch. Verw. Gebiete 36 (1976), 
179-188) and stochastic measures (cf. Morando, Lecture Notes in Mathematics 
No. 88, pp. 19&216, Springer-Verlag, Berlin/New York, 1969) are specified. In 
particular, a class of stochastic measures, from which fuzzy measures can be 
derived quite naturally, is exhibited. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1976 the concept of fuzzy measure spaces was introduced by the author 
himself. The aim of this paper is to present a class of fuzzy measures which 
can be considered as certain extensions of stochastic measures. 
First we recall some definitions and notations: Let X be an arbitrary 
nonvoid set and (.Y, <) be a complete Boolean algebra; according to Goguen 
[ 11, each element JE .VX is called a Y-fuzzy subset of X. We introduce a 
partial ordering < on YX as follows: 
f* 4f2 ef,(x) <f,(x), VXEX. 
Obviously, (P’“, <) is a complete Boolean algebra too. If J is a u-complete 
subalgebra of Yx, then the ordered pair (X,&J is said to be a measurable 
space, and each element of J is called a F-fuzzy event. 
Let 1 (CD) be the unit (zero) element in .Y’, and let Rf be the set of all 
nonnegative real numbers. A S-fuzzy nonnegative real number is a Y-fuzzy 
subset h of R + satisfying conditions 
h(O)=04 V(h(n),nEN}=l boundary conditions, 
h(r) = V VW), r’ z$ r), VrER+ left-continuity. 
We provide the set Z(lR +, g) of all S-fuzzy nonnegative real numbers with 
the structure of a conditionally complete lattice-ordered commutative 
semigroup as follows: 
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In particular, the smallest element er, in R(R +, 5) defined by 
&Jr) = 1, r > 0, 
= 0, r=O 
acts as unit element with respect o r,,. 
Now we are in a position to specify the axioms of fuzzy measure spaces 
(cf. [3]): Let (X, J) be a measurable space. A mapping m: J?’ -, R(lR ‘, F) 
is called a ~-fuzzy measure on X if and only if m is provided with the 
following properties: 
(Ml) m(1,) = E,,. 
(M2) r,(m(f,>, mti)) = r,dm(f, VfA m(f, AfilL Additivity, 
(M3) (QnsN Ed” with f, <f,,+ , implies 
W,,Nfn) = VnENm(fJ. a-Continuity. 
If m is a F-fuzzy measure, then the triple (X,J, m) is said to be a F-fuzzy 
measure space. In the case of F = {0, 1 } we obtain the usual theory of finite 
measure spaces. 
2. FUZZY MEASURES AND STOCHASTIC MEASURES 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let 9(X) be a a-algebra of ordinary subsets of X. A 
mapping I: 9(X) -P R(R ‘, F) is called a stochastic measure on .x if and 
only if ,l satisfies the following conditions: 
(Ml’) n(4) = E,. 
(M2’) ~,(~(A,uA,),I(A,~A,))=~,(~(A,),~(A,)). 
(M3’) (A,JnsN E 9’(X)” with A, GA,,+, implies 
4UndN A,) = V.,NWn>. 
2.2. Remark. If .‘9 is a probability-a-algebra (cf. [6]), then R(R+, F) 
coincides with the set of all almost everywhere defined, nonnegative, real- 
valued random variables, and r,, corresponds to the usual addition of random 
variables. In this context the above definition of stochastic measures reduces 
to the usual concept of stochastic measures (cf. [8]). 
Let S be the Stone space of F (cf. [ 13]), 9’(S) be the o-algebra of all 
subsets of S having the Baire property and let I, be the a-ideal of all subsets 
of S of first category. It is well known that Y is isomorphic to 9(S)/Z, (cf. 
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[ 131): and therefore we identify .Z with 3(S)/Z,. In particular j denotes the 
canonical surjection from 2(S) onto .2(S)/Z,. Moreover let -J(X) be the 
set of all ordinary finite measures on X with respect to a a-algebra .A(X) of 
subsets of X. On J(X) we use the coarsest a-algebra 28(/(X)) such that all 
projections n,,: -H(X) -+ R ’ defined by 
are measurable. 
n.4 (v) = w 1 vu E...X(X, 
2.3. DEFINITION. A stochastic measure I on X is called representable if 
and only if there exists a (9(S), &H(X)))-measurable mapping 
@: S + J(X) satisfying 
j(IP E s, (rr, o @J(P) I- r/J = bw)l@-h VA E 9(X). 
In this context @ is said to be a representation of 1. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let Y = (A, v) be a probability-o-algebra, let 9(X) be a 
o-algebra of ordinary subsets of X, and let 13 be a representable stochastic 
measure on X with respect to A?(X). Further let Sr be the set of all A-fuzzy 
subsets f of X satisfying the condition 
Car4Y(x>) < No7 f-'(l4E ~W>7 Va E A. 
Then there exists an A-fuzzy measure space (X,A@‘~, m,) equipped with the 
following properties: 
(i) MA is generated by Y. 
(ii) The restriction of mA to 53’(X) coincides with 1. 
Proof (a) In accord with [5, Section 1 ] we identify each A-fuzzy 
subset f of X with the mapping QI: S -+ Q(X) determined by 
@/p) =f -‘(C P), VIPES. 
Further, let @A be a representation of A, and let & be the set of all A-fuzzy 
subsets f of X satisfying the following conditions: 
@JP) E mn VIPES. 
The mapping S,: SxS+lF?+ defined by 
~JP’, P) = (@,p’))(@p)), VIP’, P E s (2-l) 
is measurable with respect to the product-o-algebra 
Jw) 0 ms). 
Obviously, F is a subset of K. 
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(b) It is well known (cf. [4,7]) that there exists a unique probability 
measure ij on 9(S) provided with the properties 
F({((rPES,af2P})=v(a), Va E A, 
$9 c S of first category 0 ~(~) = 0. 
Further, let 1, be the mean value of the stochastic measure A, i.e., 
A,(A) = I, n, o @.\ dP, VA E 9(X). Obviously, AE is a measure on X w.r.t. 
AqX). 
(c) We define a mapping ,U from .Y- into the set of all nonnegative real- 
valued random variables (over S) as follows: 
p(f)(lP') = j Z#P', P) dv; VIP' E s. 
s 
From (2.1) we conclude that ,U is additive, i.e., 
A.f, Vfz) =4f,) +d.m 
whenever f, A fi = 1,. Moreover, let dfn)n~N be a decreasing sequence in Y 
with /I\,pN f, = 1,. Referring to the proof of [3, Satz 21, we obtain 
= inf \ nshl .x 
v 0 f, d& = 0; 
i.e., inf,,, ,~udf,) coincides V-almost everywhere with the zero function. 
(d) With regard to the above considerations there exists a mapping 
p,,: 7 -+ X(IR +, A) provided with the following properties: 
luA( 1,) = W) VB E S(x); 
P,J~ VJ = U,dfJ~ P.~(.&)) wheneverf, Vi = 1, 3 
.fn>fn., with LNfn = 1,~. A,,.NfiA(fn) = &o- 
Therefore by virtue of [3, Satz 11, the mapping ~1.~ can be extended to a 
A-fuzzy measure m, on A”, which fulfills the desired property. Q.E.D. 
By an obvious modification of the proof of Theorem 2.4 we obtain 
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2.5. THEOREM. Let 3 = (A, v) be a probability-a-algebra, let .9(X) be a 
o-algebra of ordinary subsets of X, and let 1 be a stochastic measure with 
uncorrelated increments. Further let ,9 be the set of all A-furry subsets f of 
X satisjjing the condition: Card(f(X)) < No, f -'({a}) E 3(X). Va E h. 
Then there exists an A-fuzzy measure space (X,A’,, m,i) equipped with the 
following properties : 
(i) AI is generated by Y. 
(ii) The restriction of m, to 2(X) coincides with 1. 
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS IN ORDER THAT STOCHASTIC 
MEASURES ARE REPRESENTABLE 
3.1. THEOREM. Let 9(X) be a a-algebra of ordinary subsets of X and A 
be a stochastic measure on X w.r.t. 9(X). If the set (A(A)(r), (A, r) E 
9(X) x IR + } is contained in a completely distributive, complete, regular 
sublattice L of .Y, then 1 is representable. 
The proof relies on Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. Let A be the set of all monotone 
subsets M of 9’(X). Then r, .- (9(X) n C M, Pl E A) is a topology on 
Z?(X). We denote by 9(B) the set of all neighborhoods of B w.r.t. 5,. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let Y be a completely distributive, complete lattice and 
A: 9(X) + Y be an isotone mapping. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
0) (B,JnEN E 5W)” with B, cB,+,: WJnENB,,) = V.,N4B,); 
(ii) n-‘({EEY,f<E,}) is t,-closed Vt, E Y, i.e., 2 is lower r,,- 
semicontinuous; 
(iii) A(B,) < V Udl(BO)(ACEILI 4C)h VBO E 9(X)* 
Proof: By reason of the isotonicity of A, assertions (i) and (ii) are 
equivalent. Since 9 is completely distributive, the equivalence between (ii) 
and (iii) also holds. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let v: .9(X)+ IR+ = [O, +a~ [ be afinite additive measure, 
and let f be the greatest lower r,-semicontinuous function smaller than v, i.e.. 
V(B,) = sup inf v(C). 
UEvm(J CEU 
Then V is a countable additive measure on X with respect to 9(X). 
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Proof. Since F is lower r,-semicontinuous, ir satisfies the following con- 
dition: 
(Bnlnc~ E g(x)” with B, G B,,, I: v (*) 
Moreover, it is well known that 17 9(X) + R ’ defined by 
is a countable additive measure on X w.r.t. A?(k). From (*) we conclude 
that ir< 17. Since v’ is lower r,-semicontinuous, the converse inequality 3< V 
also holds, i.e., v = v’; hence the assertion follows. 
Let A?‘( [0, +co 1, 5’) be the set of all g-fuzzy subsets h of [O, +co ] 
provided with the properties 
h(0) = 0, 
h(r) = V (h(r’), r’ $ r 1, rE [O,+m] left-continuity. 
The quasi-inverse function h4 of an element h ER([O, tco], Y) is a 
mapping from the Stone space S of g to the set [0, +co] defined as follows: 
hq(lP) = sup(r E [0, +a~], h(r) E ip}, VIPES. (3-l) 
From [4, Proposition 4.51 we obtain 
(s,(h,, h,))q = h’: + h;, Vh,,h,EGq[O,+OO]rLY). (3.2) 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let L be a completely distributive, complete, 
regular sublattice of .Y such that (A(A)(r), (A, r) E .S(X) x R + } is contained 
in L. Obviously, R([O, +co 1, L) is also a completely distributive, complete 
lattice, and 1(.9’(X)) is a subset of &“([O, +a,], L). By virtue of Lemma 3.2 
we obtain from (Ml’)-(M3’) 
nyN (I!E~BoI ( V n(C)(r - lb))) <W,)(r) VB, E ~(-0 (**) CEU 
Furthermore, let Z be the smallest ideal in L with the property V Z = 11 (cf. 
[ 111). Obviously, Q := n,,l{l!J E S, 01 E Ip) is a subset of first category. 
From (Ml’) and (M2’) in connection with (3.2) we obtain that the range of 
the mapping @: S n C Q + (IR +)9(x) defined by 
@PI = (@(~))q(w14.,,,9 P&4, (3.3) 
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is contained in the set of all finite additive, finite measures on X with respect 
to .9(X); hence by reason of Lemma 3.3 the range of the mapping 
3: S n C g + (IR + )_aCx’ determined by 
(@p))(B,) = sup inf (W))(C), WCpo(B~) CEllI 
YB, E SqX) 
is a subset of all countable additive, finite measures on X. In order to prove 
that ,J, is representable, it is sufficient to establish the following relations: 
(i) The mapping @ is measurable with respect to the coarsest O- 
algebra of subsets of (IR +)9(x) such that all projections HA: (R f)9’X’ + R ’ 
are measurable. 
(ii) j({lP E S nC5Y7)(nA 0 @)(P)$ I))=). 
(iii) q;r,A, := {iPESnC~l((n,o~)(IP)Ir, (D,,o@)(P)>r} is a 
subset of S n C @? of first category. 
By (3.1) and (3.3), property (i) is obvious. In particular, the equation 
holds; hence by the left-continuity of A(A), relation (ii) is also verified. We 
fix (r, A) E R + x 9(X) and define subsets of S n C Q as follows: 
go= {iP,L(A)(r)& Ip}n fJ {P,A(A)(r- l/m)E P) 
meN 
From (**) we obtain the inclusion 
since for all i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., the subsets Gi are subsets of first category, q;r,Ai is 
also a subset of first category; hence relation (iii) follows. Q.E.D. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let (X, 5) be a Lusin space and 9(X) be the o-algebra 
of all Bore1 subsets of X with respect to z. Then every stochastic measure ;1 
on 9(X) is representable. 
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The proof of the above theorem requires the following lemma: 
Let &’ be an algebra of subsets generating the a-algebra 9 of subsets of 
X. Further, let A(9) be the set of all countable additive, finite measures on 
9, and let J(J) be the set of all finite additive, finite measures on & 
being u-smooth (= u-continuous) at $. For each element v EM(J) we 
denote by V the unique extension of v to 9. In particular, the mapping 
!!?A(&) -J(9) defined by ‘P(u) = I is bijective. Further, we use the 
coarsest u-algebra on J(d) (M(9), respectively) such that all projections 
H,d :M(d) + R ’ (I7,: ~(A?) + R ‘, resp.) are measurable. 
3.5. LEMMA. The mapping !P is measurable. 
Proof. Since the set {B E 9,17, o !P is measurable} is a monotone 
family containing d, the assertion follows immediately. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. In the case of Card(X) < No the assertion is 
obvious. Therefore we assume Card(X) 2 &,. Since (X, r) is a Lusin space 
(cf. [12, Corollary 2, p. 101; 10, Theorem 2.12, p. 14]), the structure of 
9(X) permits us to choose a subalgebra J of 9(X) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) Card(&) < &, & generates 9(X); 
A =(z (A”),,,EcrBNwithA,+,~A,,n,E,A.=0~3n,ENsuchthat 
no - 
By (i), the set $9 = (J AEs/(nnsN(lP E s,I(A)(n) E P}) is a subset of first 
category. Now we define a mapping @ from S n C Q into the set of all finite 
additive, finite measures on J&’ as follows (cf. (3.3)) 
Obviously, @ is measurable and fulfills the property 
With regard to (ii), the set of all finite additive, finite measures on & 
coincides with J(d); hence by Lemma 3.5 the mapping 8 = Y o @: 
s n c Q + ,,rv(ziT(X)) is measurable. Further, let d be the set of all 
B E 9(X) such that 
From (Ml’)-(M3’) we conclude that d is a monotone family in 9(X). 
Since d contains &, d coincides with 9(X), i.e., 6 is a representation of A. 
Q.E.D. 
409/9212-6 
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3.6. Remark. In the case of probability-u-algebras, the assertion of 
Theorem 3.4 was also proved by Morando (cf. [9, Proposition 3.1 I). The 
reader, however, may recognize as a remarkable peculiarity that the proof of 
Theorem 3.4 differs essentially from the ideas due to Morando. 
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